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About This Game
Description
The sisters Scarllet and Beatrice have lived their entire life in their small village. One day, Beatrice discovered she had the gift
to heal anyone with a simple touch and she became the village’s healer. Her ability eventually caught the interest of the
mysterious Brotherhood.
Scarllet and Beatrice are about to start a journey that will change their lives forever…
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Aww Sweet Riffs! It sounds just like Jack Johnson!. Magi Trials, an interesting look into an original world!
Briefly i'll round up what this game isn't and what it is
it is NOT
-action based
-turn based
-real time
-resource management
so if you want any of those, you're looking in the wrong place!
it IS
-A game, you can win, fumble your way through it like an oaf and you'll get sub optimal endings or straight up murdered!
-fun ( my opinion, ofcourse but it certaily made me giggle several times. )
-moderate length, fair in my opinion but if you powergame it you can finish it in a decent gaming session.
-full of hidden dialogue and endings, not just the endings change, character interations and characters may appear or disappear
completely!
-full of decisions that actually matter, and influence the dialogue you see and the endings you get.
-An interesting world, with above average art.
he game isn't heavily frustrating, it drops subtle hints along the way if you learn to interpret them and apply them correctly you
can succeed the dialogue checks with little issue so there is some minor level of skill to be had, there are dialogue trees
specifically unlocked by picking dialogue strategiacally both in the current scene and later, i won't spoil because it's a fairly
short game but there are a couple of fights you can succeed or fail to varying degrees, which is refreshing from a Vn.
My first playthrough took 7 hours?! it seemed quicker.. time flies when your having fun i guess. and i haven't even unlocked
half of the achievements with that playthrough, with the various dialogue options and possible endings i could see atleast 2-3
playthroughs beeing needed to see most of the content and a little save scumming to get different endings if you don't want to
replay the same parts over, as a Vn that isn't a big deal, though you can just spam click through alot of dialogue if you've seen it
before, i would say the game is perfectly reasonable for the price, if you work by the £1/hour entertainment rule.
Personally I'd like to see more of this world/universe, or maby an extended edition would be good.
Conclusion:
Buy it if you are into Vn's ( visual novels ) and you want a fun little world to immerse your self into for a day!
if you're on a super tight budget for gaming wait for it to be on sale, but it's still worth playing!. No online multiplayer yet, but
still great fun against the computer (and local multiplayer) in the meantime. I didn't expect the dogfighting to be so intense and
fun. Been having fun mopping the floor with the enemy (and with some tinkering, a trio of them, and still mauling them).
Online Mode is going to be mayhem whenever it's released\/possible; moreso when workshop is integrated for all kinds of
modes in the long-run alongside it. Definitely worth it for the updates down the line; and even in it's current form.
Combat tip:
Don't depend too much on thrust, and keep your trajectories relative to the combat at hand. Trust me on this. For those of you
that have played Starcon 2: The Ur-Quan Masters, you know what I'm talking about.. To: Public users of the game (Valve : and
chairman welcome to the meeting everyone)
SOMETHING LIKE THIS COULD BE USEFUL ONE DAY . SOMETHING LIKE THAT ALSO ;=()()>. Great game with
subpar but beautiful graphics. It's fun to go around from solar system to solar system, scanning everything you see and fighting
huge monsters with a dinky little pistol. My biggest issues with the game so far is that sometimes the story doesn't give entirely
clear instructions on what to do or where to go next, although i can usually eventually figure it out. Entering one of the capsule
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things where you can upgrade your armor, visor, and boots usually completely freezes the game and almost all the lag i'd
normally experience on my mac with Morphite up is gone, even though it's still up. I have to restart the computer to force quit
Morphite and start up again. I love seeing the little upgrade station but i'm now hesitant to enter one. Fix this please.. This loco
has to be one of DTG best made DLC's ever! It sounds accurate and operates as it should. Really worth the full price as there's
no complaints.
One bug, the second tone of the horn can be mute sometimes I load this loco.
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2 hours played including all the first scenario.
Like many GW PC adaptations, although the setting and ambience is spot on, the gameplay is repetitive, with very limited
vehicle setups. Absent are aspect of the boardgame such as different vehicle types and plenty of options for weapon mounting
locations. Equipment via the shop is scarce, I suppose that's trying to fit the post-apocalyptic setting, but one of the things I was
looking forward to was designing my vehicle from brakes, tyres and armour types and minutiae of weapon selection, balancing
weight and engine with perofrmance. I get little of interest to buy apart from items to make armour or weapons a little better.
Roads seem to be always 4 lanes, no way to turn around (not that there's much reason to), no hint of the handling risks or
planning your drive from the original.
I like that retro font, but the graphics overall are disappointing.
Sadly it plays like an 80s joystick arcade game, not a 2019 new development. 6\/10 at best, get it on sale for an evening's play.
I'll play more, but after an hour or so it gets dull, fast.
Update - also crashed just as I was picking a mission.
Update after a couple more hours, some improvements in payouts and equipment available, but no change to gameplay apart
from occasional mutators on missions.
Further update - after a couple more hours into a run, it says my save is out of date and I have to restart. Great. 3\/10.. Just to
start off, I think the Sherman Hill route felt more scenic and enjoyable that this. I very quickly ran through most of the route
and was seemingly accurate (Judging only from Train Maps Live) but the only thing you really get to see most of the time is the
roads\/highways and they are roughly put together (Some roads going to\/over the crossing aren\u2019t even correct and 1 or 2
crossing(s) have cars that spawn right in front of them and driving over regardless if the crossing gates are closed). All scenarios
function correctly, the driver cabs, train exterior and passenger view look good and sounds are quality. Now getting the biggest
bundle for this route (Giving me 3 more trains with 3 scenarios each) did give me more to do, but it didn\u2019t feel completely
worth getting the extra DLC cause the only thing i\u2019ve sort of found \u201cworth\u201d is the P42DC Amtrak loco\/cars
you get with this. In the end even though it\u2019s Miami and the map has some good effort but the scenarios make it feel
bland to me (Even the \u201cFlorida Storm\u201d scenario isn\u2019t to eventful\u2026 it just rains for a while causing no
dilemmas which isn\u2019t what I expected from the first time playing it).. GAME COMPLETED. If u wanna get sleepy play
this ^_^. I knew this game would have kickass awesome music because Drozerix made it!
If you liked Super Hexagon or Celeste because of their music, you MUST BUY THIS GAME!
And support Drozerix on Bandcamp!
Ah, by the way, the game's mechanics are totally fine, I enjoyed playing it to the end. There are versatile mechanics and stuff,
good platformer. Many bosses and stuff.
I do admit I beat normal mode in 3 hours, but that's reasonable for 0.79 EUR, don't you think?
----Can I buy the OST on Bandcamp?
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